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How to Register:
Online registration only.  Please take a few moments to read this brochure and choose your sessions.  Go to
www.PARMA.com to register online.   Payment by check and credit card accepted.  If paying by check, please 
mail a copy of your confirmation with your check to PARMA - 1 Capitol Mall, Suite 320, Sacramento, CA, 95814.

Attendee Pricing for PARMA Members      
      Before  After
      12/1/2014 12/2/2014 *  
First Public Agency PARMA Member  $350.00  $450.00           
Additional Public Agency PARMA Member(s) $320.00  $420.00                

First Associate PARMA Member   $800.00  $900.00                 

Additional Sponsor Registrations   $350.00  $350.00

Additional Exhibitor Registration   $350.00  $350.00
     (beyond initial two (2) registrations)

Guest      $350.00  $350.00
 
Attendee Pricing for Non PARMA Members 

**Registration includes a one-year, non-refundable membership to PARMA.  Only 
one person from each company needs to register at the non-member rate.  All 
others from the same company/entity can use the additional member pricing 
above.
      Before   After
      12/1/2014 12/2/2014*
Public Agency Employee    $500.00** $600.00**
Additional Public Agency employees  $320.00  $420.00

Associate Employee    $1,000.00 $1,100.00

*     All Prices increase $100 for on-site registration

Refund Policy

Requests for refunds must be received in writing.  Cancellations postmarked on or before December 28, 2014, will receive a full refund.  
Membership dues will not be refunded if registering as a non-member.  Cancellations postmarked after December 28, 2014, will be 
subject to a $100 service charge.  No reimbursement will be given after January 15, 2015 but substitutions will be accepted.  Please 
allow 60 days after the close of the conference for refund processing.   
No refunds on golf fees or membership dues.

If PARMA must cancel this conference for any reason, liability is limited to the registration fees paid only.  PARMA is not responsible for 
any other expenses incurred, including travel and accommodation fees.

Special Needs
If for any reason, you 
require assistance or special 
accommodations, please indicate 
so on the online registration form.  
PARMA conference management 
will contact you to ensure proper 
accommodations are made. 

When registering online please 
check the appropriate box to 
indicate the requirement of 
vegetarian meals.  

Hotel Reservations
Upon completion of and payment of your registration you will receive a confirmation email with details on reserving a hotel room.  
Rates are as follows:

Disney's Grand Californian Hotel® & Spa $249.00 / night
Disneyland® Hotel   $189.00 / night
DIsney's Paradise Pier® Hotel  $169.00 / night

Self-parking    $10.00 / night
Valet parking    $22.00 / night
   
Prices do not include room fees and Taxes.  Cancellation Policy: 14 Days Prior to Arrival.   Final day to book hotel is January 15, 2015.
PARMA requires  a One Night Non-Refundable deposit.



You are Cordially Invited to Join PARMA at the 41st Annual Conference!
 

Registration is open for the 2015 PARMA Conference and Membership Meeting to be held in Anaheim on February 8-11th.  Like the 
infinite flexibility of jazz, Risk Management can feature soloists, duos, combos of three or more, all the way up full fledged bands.  
Come join us as we learn how all the sectors of RM come together to form...the Rhythm of Risk!   In addition to our powerful line up of 
sessions, we are now offering CE credits as well as MCLE credits.

Keynote Session:   WhiteSpace® Part Two: 
The Missing Piece in Your Technicolor Business

Is your corporate culture being crushed by 
email? Are your employees being pulverized by 
endless PowerPoint revisions? Is doing “more 
with less” sucking the life out of your talented 
teams? Have you been so busy since 2011 that 
you don’t even remember what WhiteSpace is?

Fear not! Back by popular demand Juliet Funt is 
here to give you more tools, more insight and 
new ways of bringing WhiteSpace into your life 
at home and at work.

WhiteSpace is dedicated time during which 
strategic thinking occurs, focus returns and 

creativity soars. WhiteSpace creates time where none was before; 
bringing a sigh of relief to over-scheduled, multitasking, busy leaders 
and teams. Companies such as American Express, P&G, Costco and Pepsi 
have chosen Juliet Funt and WhiteSpace for their immediate impact on 
the organization:

•	 More	Creativity	as	you	gain	clarity	of	mind	and	time	to	think;	

•	 Increased	Productivity	from	being	focused,	energized	and														
 able to be master of your technology; 

•	 Enhanced	Engagement	found	in	being	fully	present,	more		
 emotionally intelligent and once again excited about work

Juliet Funt is a rare find. For more than 10 years, she has worked with 
organizations to flip the norms of business for the better. With thought-
provoking content and immediately actionable tools, Juliet has become 
a nationally recognized expert in coping with the Age of Overload in 
which we all live and work. As a busy corporate speaker and consultant, 
business owner, wife, and mother, she practices on a daily basis the 
WhiteSpace® concept she shares with clients.

Incredibly intuitive, Juliet successfully blends high-impact content and a 
keen understanding of clients' needs in her programs and consulting. She 
works with organizations in a variety of formats, from intimate executive 
workshops to keynotes for audiences as large as 7,000, and her clients 
span a wide array of industries, from financial services to technology, 
manufacturing to the military. Juliet's unique blend of charisma, humor 
and tough love gives her the uncanny ability to connect with people at 
all levels, compelling them to make real, lasting change. Yet beneath her 
powerful assets, she is both authentic and accessible.

Juliet is a force for change in organizations from coast to coast, helping 
them find their WhiteSpace, recharge their people, and re-energize their 
business.

Closing Session:  Unspoken Risk:
A Fresh Look at Risk Prioritization

In his most requested keynote speech, James 
Lloyd powerfully reveals how even our most 
brief interactions can affect our relationships, 
productivity, health, and  longevity.  Together 
we will dare to take an honest look at the 
detrimental effects of indifference and negative 
attitudes.

This interactive conference conclusion is 
founded on positive psychology principles, 
and it is based on the bestseller, "How Full is 
Your Bucket?" by Donald O. Clifton, Ph.D., and 
Tom  Rath.  Come prepared to discover new 
ways to better serve our entities, as well as our families and friends.

James Lloyd is the current president of 9 Screens International and is a 
featured keynote speaker and organizational training and development 
consultant whose powerful keynotes, training sessions, and workshops 
have captivated audiences around the world. James' unique storytelling 
ability pulls in the audience with humor, insight and motivation. His 
most requested topics specialize in customer service, leadership and 
organizational issues.

James presents to a vast array of industries across the United States and 
abroad. His extensive background in healthcare leads him to speak to 
hospitals, insurance agencies, educators and private clinics that focus on 
a broad range of topics - from personal potential to customer service 
- inspiring performance and addressing industry-specific concerns, 
including malpractice and patient services; however, his message is 
universal across industries and he has the ability to envision, create 
and implement finely-honed motivational presentations designed to 
educate and challenge conference event attendees in a relaxed and 
interactive environment.

James has published two books, I’m on Fire, Watch me Burn!, and 
Torch Tips for a Luminous Life, and has developed and delivered three 
Continuing Education (CE) courses utilized by health insurance agents to 
fulfill State of California continuing licensure requirements.
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SPECIAL ONE DAY SESSION FOR NOVICE RISK MANAGERS AVAILABLE

Risk Management 101 - A Basic Primer

This will be a "roots" discussion of Risk Management practice from a Real World perspective 
rather than textbook format on the subject. Risk Managers are presented with a broad range 
of problems, questions and issues that can bewilder even the experienced Risk Manager. This 
session will provide real world examples of common issues and subjects that Risk Managers 
face and how to find solutions. It will also discuss how you can sharpen your risk management 
skills and how to apply those skills to your Public Entity.

This is an all day session and can be included in a full conference registration, or can be 
purchased as a separate one-day registration item.   The four topics covered are: 

 
 Risk Management 101

A Basic Primer, Am I Covered
An Introduction to Insurance Contracts

Workers’ Comp 101

By the end of the session participants will have or be able to:

...learned an overview of basic practice, philosophy and tenants of Public Entity Risk Management.
...understand the flaws and limitations of the ARM formula.

...learned the tricks to dealing with issues that come with experience.
...learned to ask the right questions.

...know where to go to find the answers.

Speakers:

Rick Buys Bonnie Kolesar
ARM, Liability Claim Manager 
Municipal Pooling Authority

ARM, CCSA County of Solano

Marcus Beverly Jen Hamelin
Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. CSAC-EIA

DeAnn Wagner
York Risk Services Group

To register for this session as a one day, stand-alone registration please click HERE

To register for this session as part of your three day registration just choose session A0 on 
Monday, February 9 when doing your full registration and then do not choose any other A, B 

or C sessions.

https://netforum.avectra.com/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?WebCode=LoginRequired&Site=PARMA
https://netforum.avectra.com/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?WebCode=LoginRequired&Site=PARMA


Sunday, February 8, 2015

7:30 am - 
2:00 pm

2015 PARMA Annual Golf Tournament at Coyote Hills Golf Course (separate fee, $150 per golfer)
     7:30 am Registration     9:00 am Shotgun

1:00 pm - 
6:00 pm

Registration Desk Open

Monday, February 9, 2015

6: 30 am - 
7:15 am

Morning Walk with Jack Blyskal (PARMA T-shirt for all walkers)

7:30 am -
8:30 am

Breakfast in the Exhibit Hall

8:00 am - 
5:00 pm

Risk Management 101 - One day Novice Risk Manager Program
** Full Conference Registrants may sign up for RM101, or it may be purchsed as a one-day registration of its own**

Four Modules included:  Novice PARMA Speed Greeting, Risk Management 101 - A Basic Primer, Am I Covered?, and   
Workers' Compensation 101

8:30 am - 
10:00 am

A1  Novice PARMA Speed Greeting

*session runs from 8:00 am - 8:30 am*

A2  It's About Process, Retention, and 
Access
CE / MCLE

A3  Inclusion Ergonomics for the 
Differently-Abled Workforce
CE

A4  Litigating and Winning Industrial 
Retirement Cases

CE

A5  Covering up the "Sins of the Flesh" 
- the "Ins and Outs" of Coverage and 
Risk Management for Sexuality Based 
Torts
CE / MCLE

A6  Don't be Frozen when Faced with 
Disability Leaves, Let it Go Instead and 
Claim Victory

CE

10:30 am - 
Noon

Keynote Session : Whitespace® Part Two:  The Missing Piece in Your Technicolor Business
PARMA Annual Membership Meeting and Vote

Noon -  
12:45 pm

Sponsor Appreciation Lunch

12:45 pm - 
1:30 pm

Exhibit Time and Dessert in Exhibit Hall

1:30 pm - 
3:30 pm 

B1  D-Reptile:  Successful Resolution 
using Defense Reptile Strategy
CE / MCLE

B2  Disney's Approach to Quality 
Service

B3  The Building Blocks of 
Understanding an Actuarial Report - 
The Lego Approach - Part 1

B4  Power of the Pen:  Creating 
Effective Documentation in the 
Workplace
CE / MCLE

B5  How a Trier of Fact Reaches 
Decisions

CE / MCLE

B6  Identifying Risks and 
Vulnerabilities in Schools through 
Advanced Self-Assessments

3:30 pm - 
3:45 pm

Break and Exhibit Time

3:45 pm-
5:00 pm

C1  Effectively Managing your Police 
Department WC Program

C2  Emerging Health, Wellness, and 
Safety Strategies

C3  The Building Blocks of 
Understanding an Actuarial Report - 
The Lego Approach - Part 2

C4  We, the Rude, Angry, and Violent 
People:  Preventing and Responding 
to a Dangerous Workplace

C5  Risk Management Nightmares:  
What Keeps You Up at Night?

C6  Stop Managing Sprains / Strains - 
Eliminate Them

5:30 pm - 
7:00 pm

A Taste of Jazz Welcome Reception

41st Annual Risk Managers Conference and Exhibition 
February 8-11, 2015 

Disneyland  Hotel, Anaheim, CA
Conference at a Glance

Sessions are color-coded by their educational focus.

LeadershipWellness & Safety InsuranceLiability Risk ManagementWorkers’         
Compensation

®

SPECIAL ONE DAY SESSION FOR NOVICE RISK MANAGERS AVAILABLE

Risk Management 101 - A Basic Primer

This will be a "roots" discussion of Risk Management practice from a Real World perspective 
rather than textbook format on the subject. Risk Managers are presented with a broad range 
of problems, questions and issues that can bewilder even the experienced Risk Manager. This 
session will provide real world examples of common issues and subjects that Risk Managers 
face and how to find solutions. It will also discuss how you can sharpen your risk management 
skills and how to apply those skills to your Public Entity.

This is an all day session and can be included in a full conference registration, or can be 
purchased as a separate one-day registration item.   The four topics covered are: 

 Risk Management 101
A Basic Primer, Am I Covered

An Introduction to Insurance Contracts
Workers’ Comp 101

By the end of the session participants will have or be able to:

...learned an overview of basic practice, philosophy and tenants of Public Entity Risk Management.
...understand the flaws and limitations of the ARM formula.

...learned the tricks to dealing with issues that come with experience.
...learned to ask the right questions.

...know where to go to find the answers.

Speakers:

Rick Buys Bonnie Kolesar
ARM, Liability Claim Manager 
Municipal Pooling Authority

ARM, CCSA County of Solano

Marcus Beverly Jen Hamelin
Alliant Insurance Services, Inc. CSAC-EIA

DeAnn Wagner
York Risk Services Group

To register for this session as a one day, stand-alone registration please click HERE

To register for this session as part of your three day registration just choose session A0 on 
Monday, February 9 when doing your full registration and then do not choose any other A, B 

or C sessions.

https://netforum.avectra.com/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?WebCode=LoginRequired&Site=PARMA
https://netforum.avectra.com/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?WebCode=LoginRequired&Site=PARMA


Tuesday, February 10, 2015

6: 30am - 
7:15am

Morning Walk with Jack Blyskal (PARMA T-shirt for all walkers)

7:30am-
8:30am

Breakfast

8:30 am  - 
10:30 am

D1  Workers' Comp BINGO   CE Certificate Provided D3  Another Leadership Session 
Presented by Jim DeLizia, Part 1
CE

D4  Taking a Claim Through the 
Litigation Process Start to Finish

CE / MCLE

D5  Officer Involved Shootings - 
Preparing for the Plaintiff's "Big Bang 
Theory"
CE / MCLE

D6  Things that Go Bump in the Night, 
on Streets, in Storm Drains, and Other 
Dark & Scary Places

10:30 am - 
10:45 am

Break

10:45 am - 
12:00 pm

E1  Ed Code 101 E2  Public Risk - The Trivial Defect 
Doctrine

E3  Another Leadership Session 
Presented by Jim DeLizia, Part 2
CE

E4  Am I covered? E5  Exposure Assessment - What is My 
Case Really Worth

12:00 pm - 
1:00 pm

Lunch followed by  Dessert in the Exhibit Hall

1:00 pm Exhibitor Prize Drawings

2:00 pm - 
3:15 pm

F1  5 Steps to a Better Life F2  Risk Transfer, Compliance, and 
Verification, Part 1

F3  Don't be Victimized by Fraudulent 
Workers' Compensation Claims

F4  The 30-Question Public Sector Risk 
Manager's Quiz

F5  Job Accommodations and the 
Interactive Process:  Navigating Your 
Way For Compliance and Positive 
Outcomes

Mini Workshop I      1:15 - 1:45 pm     Keenan

Mini Workshop II     2:00 - 2:30 pm     York Risk Services

Group

Mini Workshop III    2:45 - 3:15 pm     AIMS

3:15 pm - 
3:30 pm

Break

3:30 pm - 
5:00 pm

G1  Disrupting the Disruptions G2  Risk Transfer, Compliance, and 
Verification, Part 2

G3  Shared Services Agreements 
- How Good is that Mutual Hold 
Harmless Anyway
CE / MCLE

G4  Kid Gloves or Iron Fists - Dealing 
with Whistleblowers in the Workplace

CE

G5  Psychiatric & Stress Claims:  How 
Not to Go Crazy Just Because Your 
Employee Did

Mini Workshop IV   3:30 - 4:00 pm     Hanna Brophy

Mini Workshop V     4:15 - 4:45 pm     Carl Warren & 

Company

6:30 pm-
11:00 pm

PARMA Annual Reception and Banquet

Wednesday, February 11, 2015

6:45 am - 
7:30 am

Morning Walk with Jack Blyskal (PARMA T-shirt for all walkers)

8:00 am-
9:00 am

Breakfast

9:00 am-
10:15 am

H1  How to Identify Safety Issues Early 
and Sell Management When It's Not 
Yet Broken

H2  Trying a Workers' Comp Case

CE / MCLE

H3  Top 10 Do's and Don'ts in 
Conducting Performance Evaluations
CE

H4  The Basics of Disability Rights and 
Public Transportation
CE

H5  Training Development & 
Instructional Design

H6  Tapering Injured Workers Off 
Prescription Drugs
CE / MCLE

10:15 am - 
10:30 am

Morning Break

10:30 am - 
Noon

Closing Session:  Unspoken Risk:  A Fresh look at Risk Prioritization



2015 PARMA Annual Risk Managers Conference
February 8-11, 2015

Title: A1 Novice PARMA Speed Greetings
*This class meets from 8:00-8:30am*

Focus: Leadership
Level: Novice

Session Summary:

Join us for an overview of PARMA - our officers, chapters and where this 
association is heading in the future.   Then a quick look at what to expect 
in the coming days as you enjoy the PARMA conference - its educational 
and networking opportunities. 

Presented By:

Jim Thyden, California JPIA
Kim Hunt,  State of California, ORIM

Title: A2 It’s About Process, Retention and Access: 
A Public Records Act (PRA) Primer 

Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session. Attendees will learn how to 
respond to challenging requests under the Public Records Act, especially 
when the request is broad, and the Retention of Records, including 
electronic files and emails.  In a follow up to last year’s hit PRA session, we 
dig deeper into the Public Records Act.  This session will cover the Process 
of Responding to a request for information, especially when that request 
is broad; the Retention of Records, including electronic files and emails, 
and knowing what to save, how to save and how long to save.

Presented By:

Heather DeBlanc , Liebert Cassidy Whitmore

Title: A3 Inclusion Ergonomics for the Differently-
Abled Workforce

Focus: Wellness & Safety
Level: Novice

Session Summary:

CE credit for this session.   In 14 years, one in five persons will be over 
the age of 65.  The probability that our aging workers will be diagnosed 
with new diseases that affect their ability to produce and function 
will increase.  This might include workers diagnosed with low vision, 
fibromyalgia, arthritis, or who have limited mobility issues from knee/hip 
replacement and other physical differences. Inclusive Ergonomics aims 
to retain the wealth of knowledge possessed by an aging and differently-
abled workforce by ergonomically accommodating the entire workforce 
to benefit all workers.  In using Inclusive Ergonomics, you will be able 
to attract and retain the best workforce and design work environments 
to mitigate or reduce disability, not only within today's workplace, but 
also in tomorrow's.  Through industry examples, the session will show 
accommodations for differently-abled workers that can benefit all 
workers.  Session will be lecture, video and handouts. 

Presented By:

Kathy Espinoza, Keenan & Associates

Title: A4 Litigating (and Winning!) Industrial 
Disability Retirement Cases

Focus: Workers' Compensation
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

CE credit for this session. This session will feature accomplished IDR 
litigators with extensive knowledge of workers' compensation crossover 
knowledge who will use a real-life case summaries and a PowerPoint 
presentation to deliver cutting edge legal strategies that attendees can 
apply in their municipalities.

Presented By:

Brenna Hampton, Hanna  Brophy
Dave Thomas, Hanna  Brophy

Title: A5 Covering Up The “Sins Of The Flesh” – 
The “Ins” And “Outs” Of Coverage And Risk 
Management For Sexually-Based Torts

Focus: Insurance
Level: Expert

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session.  This session will address current 
and emerging issues involving risk management and liability coverage for 
public entities in relation to sexually-based misconduct claims, including 
difference coverage issues for such misconduct under standardized 
insurance liability policies and memoranda of coverage (“MOC”) issued 
by Joint Power Authorities (“JPAs”).  In addition to discussion of the 
pertinent issues, the panel will discuss real world examples of useful risk 
management practices that have been implemented by JPAs and their 
members in relation to such risks. 

Presented By:

James Wagoner, McCormick, Barstow, Sheppard, 
              Wayte & Carruth, LLP

Lejf Knutson, McCormick, Barstow, Sheppard, 
              Wayte & Carruth, LLP

Dennis Timoney, SDRMA

Title: A6 Don't be Frozen When Faced with Disability 
Leaves, Let it Go Instead and Claim Victory

Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

CE credit for this session.  Through an interactive workshop, participants 
will become comfortable in identifying the various state and federal 
disability laws that protect employees with medical issues and/or when 
caring for family members with medical issues.  In addition, the workshop 
will include case studies identifying the various laws that are in effect, 
the employer's responsibility to identify these, and immediate and future 
actions prompted by these laws and their interactions.  The focus will be 
FMLA, CFRA, PDL (leave protection), ADAAA & FEHA  (accommodation).

Presented By:

Azucena Coronel, City of Long Beach

Monday, February 9, 2015
8:30 am - 10:00 am



2015 PARMA Annual Risk Managers Conference
February 8-11, 2015

Title: B1  D-Reptile:  Successful Resolution Using 
Defense Reptile Strategy

Focus: Liability
Level: Expert

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session.  “The Reptile” is a plaintiff’s case 
presentation method which emphasizes fear for the juror’s own safety as 
an impetus to higher damages awards.  Many juries have awarded 7 and 
8-figure damages when impelled to do so by “The Reptile” method.  In 
this program, government civil defense attorneys will provide “D-Reptile” 
tactics to repel the plaintiff’s “Reptile.”

Presented By:

Christopher Todd, Wingert, Grebing, Brubaker & Juskie, LLP 
George Brewster, County of San Diego
Annie Sahhar, City of Vista

Title: B2 Disney’s Approach to Quality Service
Focus: Leadership
Level: General

Session Summary:

The long-standing reputation Disney Destinations have for incredible 
service and friendly employees is not magic, it is sound ideology consis-
tently applied in business. This program is designed to help you improve 
your organization’s quality service by immersing you in the successful 
Disney model. We will show you the importance of attention to detail 
and how we train our Cast Members (employees) to treat our Guests 
(customers) as VIPs.  Discover how to match your organization’s service 
standards with successful delivery systems that consistently promote 
and ensure quality service. We offer you the opportunity to see how we 
provide the legendary service for which we are famous.

Presented By:

TBD

Title: B3  The Building Blocks of Understanding an 
Actuarial Report - The Lego Approach, Part 1

Focus: Risk Management
Level: Novice / Intermediate

Session Summary:

This session will introduce the novice and refresh the experienced users 
of actuarial report using lego pieces to introduce the basic compoents of 
an actuarial report 

Presented By:

Mujtaba Datoo, ARM Tech, Aon Global Risk

Title: B4 Power of the Pen:   Creating Effective 
Documentation in the Workplace

Focus: Leadership
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session.  In every aspect of human resourc-
es, effective documentation plays an important role, but it is often forgot-
ten until the employer is in the middle of litigation.  Good documentation 
has many advantages including informing employees of their supervi-
sor’s expectations, limiting subjectivity in performance appraisal, serving 
as a basis for training and development, as well as a source for rewards 
and recognition.  In addition, effective documentation is a key compo-
nent in addressing performance and conduct issues and in defending 
an employer’s actions in administrative proceedings and in litigation.  
Maintaining effective documentation is even more difficult in particularly 
challenging circumstances, such as evaluations, discipline, the interac-
tive process, and workplace investigations.  

Presented By:

Kelly Trainer, Burke, Williams & Sorenson, LLP
Traci Park, Burke, Williams & Sorenson, LLP

Title: B5  How a Trier of Fact Reaches Decisions
Focus: Liability  
Level: Expert

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session.  The speaker will present relevant 
information from an actual current case that a PARMA member has 
volunteered to have focused.  The names and location will be changed 
to protect confidentiality.

Presented By:

Donna Siers, Donn B. Siers, Inc.

Title: B6 Identifying Risks and Vulnerabilities in 
Schools Through Advanced Self-Assessments

Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

Infrastructure Protection Division  assists schools in  the development 
of safety and security plans by training school personnel to understand 
and conduct self-assessments.  The self-assessment  methods are 
derived from federal infrastructure protection and  federal emergency 
management guidance and  tailored  specifically for use at school 
facilities. A training session typically runs for three days and includes a 
practical exercise at an educational facility selected by the organization 
sponsoring the training. This session provides a detailed discussion of 
the scope of assessments, partnering with first responders to assist in 
conducting assessments, and how the information is protected from 
disclosure.   The session will also include discussion regarding how best 
to share relevant data with first responders in the event of an emergency.

Presented By:

Tom Ducker, California Office of Emergency Services
Eric Ahrens, California Office of Emergency Services

Monday, February 9, 2015
1:30 pm - 3:30 pm



2015 PARMA Annual Risk Managers Conference
February 8-11, 2015

Title: C1  Effectively Managing Your Police 
Department WC Program

Focus: Workers' Compensation
Level: Expert

Session Summary:

The team that participated in the management and litigation of what 
became a very successful police department workers' compensation 
program will share their experiences and knowledge learned by actual 
practice and implementation.  The speakers learned that with proper 
management by the police department captains and the city's risk 
manager, and with cooperative litigation by the attorneys both for the 
city and the police officers, work injury claims of police officers reduced, 
LC 4850 time dropped, and overall attitudes of all parties involved with 
the workers' compensation process for that city's Police Department 
were changed for the better.   

Presented By:

Keith Epstein, Hanna Brophy
Alex Wong, Jones, Clifford, Johnson & Johnson
Steven Schwarz, City of Fremont
Frank Grgurina, Sunnyvale Department of Public Safety

Title: C2  Emerging Health, Wellness & Safety 
Strategies 

Focus: Wellness & Safety
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

Emerging health, wellness, and  safety plans have become topics of 
increasing interest in boardrooms around the country as organizations 
strive to improve productivity.  While many of the wellness and 
prevention concepts are not new, the manner in which these programs 
and techniques are being coordinated, their increased availability and 
improved delivery mechanisms, and the growing attempt to measure and 
quantify their impact have propelled these practices onto center stage.  
This session will discuss some of the latest trends and advancements and 
explore how employers are advancing their programs in the workers’ 
compensation area. 

Presented By:

Kevin Confetti, University of California
Cindy Parker, Sedgwick

Title: C3  The Building Blocks of Understanding an 
Actuarial Report - The Lego Approach, Part 2

Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate / Expert

Session Summary:

This session will introduce the novice and refresh the experienced users 
of actuarial report using lego pieces to introduce the basic compoents of 
an actuarial report 

Presented By:

Mutjaba Datoo, ARMTech, Aon Global Risk

Title: C4  We, The Rude, Angry & Violent People:   
Preventing & Reponding to a Dangerous 
Workplace

Focus: Wellness & Safety
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

Violence in the workplace is an increasing cause of concern for public 
agencies.  A safe and positive workplace is a goal that all employers share.  
In addition to acts of violence in our workplaces, issues involving conflicts 
between employees, issues with the public, bullying, and hazing are 
growing, and often lead to violence.  It is crucial for our public agencies 
to know the signs of these issues and to prepare the public workforce for 
how to prevent and respond to violence.  

Presented By:

Kelly Trainer, Burke, Williams & Sorenson, LLP
Traci Park, Burke, Williams & Sorenson, LLP

Title: C5  Risk Management Nightmares:   What Keeps
You Up At Night?

Focus: Liability
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

Three Risk Managers and an insurance broker will participate in a panel to 
discuss the most serious risks that are in their organizations – those risks 
that keep us awake at night.  We face scary surprises every day bringing 
unflattering media attention.

It is impossible to identify everything that can go wrong, but this 
experienced panel  will give practical recommendations on how to 
identify risk, and prioritize treatment of such risks.

The panel will encourage participation from the participants, getting 
them to share their nightmare scenarios and solutions that they have 
developed.

Presented By:

Anthony Giles, City of Sunnyvale
William Stafford, Golden Gate Bridge Hwy & Transportation Dist
Steve Keller, Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority

Title: C6 Stop Managing Sprains/Strains - Eliminate
 Them
Focus: Wellness & Safety
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

Attendees will walk away with a formula for preventing the most costly 
workplace injuries-back, shoulder, neck and upper extremities. Creating 
cultural changes that eliminate costly sprain/strains is possible in any 
environment if you know the formula.  Aging, blue collar, white collar, or 
youthful employees all want the same thing-good health and no pain.  
This interactive session will get you out of your seat ridding your own 
body of harmful and insidious micro-trauma. Learn the solutions to the 
riddle of how to get employees to buy-in to changing their own behavior 
on and off the job. Be prepared to feel better and to know how to help 
others do the same!

Presented By:

Dennis Downing, Future Industrial Technologies

Monday, February 9, 2015
3:45 pm - 5:00 pm



2015 PARMA Annual Risk Managers Conference
February 8-11, 2015

Title: D1  Workers' Comp & Liability BINGO
Focus: Workers' Compensation
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:

The 2015 presentation of Workers' Comp & Liability Bingo will be the 15th 
year this program has been presented at the annual Parma conference.   
The program is entertaining and informative, and experience shows 
this has been a great way to learn the new laws that have developed 
during the year.   This program has developed a strong following and is 
guaranteed to draw many attendees. 

Presented By:

Keith Epstein, Hanna Brophy
Greg Stanfield, Hanna Brophy

Title: D3  Another Leadership Session Presented by 
Jim DeLizia, Part 1

Focus: Leadership
Level: General

Session Summary:

CE credit for this session if you also attend Part 2 of this session.  

There’s no doubt risk managers are navigating a complex environment 
of changing professional trends and issues.  Layer on the need to deal 
internally with differing interests, personalities and work styles, and risk 
managers today find themselves in need of skills to manage conflict in 
order to successfully perform their role and safeguard their agencies.  
But is conflict an opportunity in disguise? How can you use conflict to 
generate better outcomes and move a group to stronger consensus and 
a shared vision?

In this hands-on workshop, participants will:
• Identify the sources of conflict in a risk manager’s daily 
professional life
• Understand the nature of conflict and the underlying benefit 
within a group
• Practice the skills and techniques to tap the positive aspects of 
conflict and lead a group to resolution.

Presented By:

Jim DeLizia, DeLizia Consulting Services

Title: D4  Taking a Claim Through the Litigation 
Process Start to Finish

Focus: Liability
Level: Expert

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session.  We will take an actual case that 
went to trial and got a verdict.  We will take the case from the claims stage, 
explain what procedures should be followed to best use privilege laws 
and also collect necessary evidence in the claims stage, how that was 
done in this  case, then take the evidence and show it to the panel and 
walk through how it was used in pre- litigation discussions, in discovery, 
and in trial, and the effect it had on the jury.

Presented By:

Anthony DeMaria,  McCormick, Barstow, Sheppard, Wayte & 
Carruth, LLP

Title: D5  Officer Involved Shootings-Preparing for 
the Plaintiffs "Big Bang Theory"

Focus: Liability
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session.  By their very nature, Officer In-
volved Shootings create the potential for protracted and costly litigation. 
We will focus on the steps an entity can take before, during and after an 
OIS case to prepare for litigation, based on practical lessons learned in 
defending officers and entities in state and federal courts. We'll discuss 
criticisms of officers and supervisors, and attacks against the department 
through Monell allegations.  Case law in OIS cases is always fact-specif-
ic, but we will look at recent cases and pose the challenging question: 
"WW9D?" or What Would the 9th Circuit Do?

MCLE credit will be given and we will use lecture, handouts, and some 
illustrative slides. 

Presented By:

Bruce Kilday, Angelo, Kilday & Kilduff, LLP
Carrie Frederickson, Angelo, Kilday & Kilduff, LLP
Amie McTavish, Angelo, Kilday & Kilduff, LLP

Title: D6  Things That Go Bump In The Night, on 
Streets, in Storm Drains and Other Dark & Scary 
Places

Focus: Liability
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

This session starts with a discussion of the Tort Claims Act and how to 
navigate through the confusion that exists in responding to claims for 
dangerous conditions of public property, despite little case law on the 
subject.   A Defense Attorney and Claim Manager will take you through 
the trials and tribulations of investigating and defending versus settling 
these often challenging and complicated cases. 

Presented By:

Tuesday, February 10, 2015
8:30 am - 10:30 am

Greg Fox, Bertrand, Fox & Elliot
Rick Buys, Municipal Pooling Authority (MPA) 
Rich Osman, Bertrand, Fox & Elliot



2015 PARMA Annual Risk Managers Conference
February 8-11, 2015

Title: E1 Ed Code 101
Focus: Workers' Compensation
Level: Novice

Session Summary:
This session will focus on the various provisions of the Education Code 
that govern leaves due to industrial injuries and non-occupational 
illnesses.  Come prepared to learn and feel free to bring your questions 
for a seasoned expert on this often misunderstood topic.

Presented By:

Pat Hamblin, Falk & Hamblin

Title: E2  Public Risk - The Trivial Defect Doctrine
Focus: Liability
Level: Expert

Session Summary:

The trivial defect doctrine is one of the main weapons a city can use when 
defending against claims of dangerous conditions on public property. 
Under this doctrine, trivial defects that do not create a substantial risk of 
injury are not actionable. The underlying premise is that public entities 
are not insurers of public ways and cannot be expected to maintain them 
in perfect condition at all times. This doctrine frequently comes into play 
when pedestrians are injured on sidewalks main tained by the city. It can 
be raised in a motion for summary judgment, which if granted,permits 
the city to avoid a costly trial. Given the financial pressures under which 
many municipalities are operating, and especially in light of recent 
periods of recession and budget shortfalls,a quick primer on this critical 
topic seemed timely

Presented By:

Seymour Everett III, Wood, Smith, Henning & Berman, LLP 
Caryn Siebert, Carl Warren & Company
James Vanderpool, City of Buena Park

Title: E3  Another Leadership Session Presented by 
Jim DeLizia, Part 2

Focus: Leadership
Level: General

Session Summary:

CE credit for this session if you also attended Part 1 of this session.  
If you participated in Jim DeLizia's session at the 2014 conference you 
know why it was one of the highest rated sessions.     Space will fill up 
quickly for this high energy, participatory session.   Additional session 
details coming soon.

Presented By:

Jim DeLizia, DeLizia Consulting Services

Title: E4  Am I Covered?
Focus: Insurance
Level: Novice

Session Summary:

This session provides a framework for analyzing insurance coverage for a 
variety of insurance policies and claims scenarios.  Participants will learn 
a systematic approach to applying the terms of a policy to a claim, how 
to identify potential coverage issues, and how to effectively review and 
respond to denials or reservation of rights letters.  Case studies will be 
included to practice these concepts as time permits.

Presented By:

Marcus Beverly, Alliant Insurance Services

Title: E5  Exposure Assessment - What Is My Case Really 
Worth

Focus: Liability
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

The audience will be walked through 2-3 (depending on time allowed) 
real cases, from start to conclusion (settlement or trial).  The audience will 
be presented with the evidence as it develops during the stages of the 
litigation (from the initial client meeting to the depositions of experts). 
At each stage, there will be a discussion with the audience about their 
thoughts concerning the case, what decisions should be made, and the 
assessment of the exposure the case presents at that time. The audience 
will be confronted with making decisions as the evidence develops, 
understanding of the facts change and risk tolerance is challenged. A 
key focus will be on the interaction between counsel, client and TPA/risk 
pool, and how those relationships work together to obtain the best result 
possible.  

Presented By:

Carl Fessenden, Porter Scott
Heather Fregeau, CSAC-EIA
David Rumore, York Risk Services Group

Tuesday, February 10, 2015
10:45 am - 12:00 pm



2015 PARMA Annual Risk Managers Conference
February 8-11, 2015

Title: F1  5 Steps to a Better Life
Focus: Wellness & Safety
Level: General

Session Summary:

Guest Speaker - Kristen Acesta, ND will present an interactive, easy to 
follow method for understanding what you are eating & what is in your 
shopping cart to promote your health.

Presented By:

Kristen Acesta, ND, Vida Integrated Health

Title: F2  Risk Transfer, Compliance and Verification, 
Part 1 

Focus: Insurance
Level: Expert

Session Summary:

The best risk transfer program and contract requirements are useless if 
you do not know what to require and how to verify compliance is actually 
achieved.    

Presented By:

Bob Marshburn, R.J. Marshburn & Associates

Title: F3  Don’t Be Victimized by Fraudulent Workers' 
Compensation Claims 

Focus: Workers' Compensation
Level: Novice

Session Summary:

Content will include information presented via PowerPoint presentation 
and will focus on an overview of types of fraud, prevelance, and tools 
used by adjusters and investigators to identify and minimize the chances 
of being a victim of workers' compensation fraud. One SIU and one claims 
expert will teach from their individual perspective.

Presented By:

Glen Betts, Carl Warren & Company 
Scott Cornelison, GlobalOptions Investigations

Title: F4  The 30-Question Public Sector Risk Mgrs. 
Quiz

Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

As we have done in the past, the proposed session will be presented as a 
PowerPoint slide presentation in an interactive question/answer format 
with multiple choice or True/False answers, including opportunity for 
discussion both before and after the correct answer is revealed.

This session will address a Risk Manager's ability and knowledge in 
responding to routine workplace employment issues.

Presented By:

Edward Zappia, Zappia Legal

Title: F5  Job Accommodations and the Interactive 
Process:   Navigating Your Way For Compliance 
and Positive Outcomes

Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

Recent high-dollar cases demonstrate the risks employers run by not 
complying with state and federal disability laws that require employers to 
conduct an “interactive process” to consider reasonable accommodations 
for employees with disabilities.    This session will outline the fundamental 
obligations under disability law, and will go further to guide participants 
through the most challenging aspects of the interactive process and 
provide important strategies for successfully navigating the process for 
both compliance and positive outcomes.

Presented By:

Roberta Etcheverry, Diversified Management Group (DMG)

Mini Workshop Sessions

F6-A Workshop I:  California Workers’ Compensation 
legislative and industry trends update.  
Remembering the past and glancing into the 
future

Presented By:

John Stephens 
Senior Vice President ,P&C Public Agency Practice Leader 
Keenan & Associates

F6-B   Workshop II:  More Sure Shots In Life
Presented By:

Chris Shaffer, York Risk Insurance Group

F6-C   Workshop III:  10 Tips to Change Your Life
Presented By:

Acclamation Insurance Management Services (AIMS)

Tuesday, February 10, 2015
2:00  pm - 3:15 pm



2015 PARMA Annual Risk Managers Conference
February 8-11, 2015

Title: G1  Disrupting the Disruptions 
Focus: Leadership
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

As industry leaders, we must peer into the crystal ball to anticipate and 
prepare for the issues and challenges that lie ahead. Two of the most 
respected risk management visionaries will lead a discussion of what 
can be considered formidable disruptions to the profession as we know 
it today.  For example, is the public sector prepared if the workforce 
shrinks 30% in the years to come? Are we prepared for the potential 
consolidation that lies ahead?   How do we interest and attract young 
people to public sector risk management to ensure proper succession? 
How can we harness technology forces and advancements to ensure the 
safety and welfare of the general public and those who serve?  We invite 
you to join us as we explore ways of disrupting the disruptions and what 
these mean to the future.

Presented By:

Leo Costantino, County of Los Angeles Chris 
Mandel, Sedgwick
Jeff Pettegrew, Insurance Thought Leadership

Title: G2  Risk Transfer, Compliance and Verification, 
Part 2 

Focus: Insurance
Level: Expert

Session Summary:

The best risk transfer program and contract requirements are useless if 
you do not know what to require and how to verify compliance is actually 
achieved.    

Presented By:

Bob Marshburn, R.J. Marshburn & Associates

Title: G3  Shared Services Agreements – How Good is 
that Mutual Hold Harmless Anyway? 

Focus: RIsk Management
Level: Expert

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session.  This session will explore and 
identify the numerous types of agreements that many public agencies 
are participating in for the share use of facilities or the sharing of services.   
Our new fiscal reality has created opportunities to partner with other 
public agencies to guarantee cost effective services for the public.  At 
the same time numerous liabilities have been created that need to be 
addressed.  This session will provide the attendees an overview of these 
types of agreements and a new approach to crafting language that 
protects all agencies once the agreements are implemented.

Presented By:
David Clovis, CJPRMA
Joanne Rennie, PARSAC

Title: G4  Kid Gloves or Iron Fists-Dealing with 
Whistleblowers in the Workplace 

Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

CE credit for this session.  An employee claims retaliation. How does 
the agency respond? This session will use real-world examples designed 
to empower agencies to productively and legally manage current 
employees who engage in whistleblowing. A seasoned litigator will 
explore options agencies can utilize to stay within the parameters of 
the law while still holding all employees accountable for performance 
and behavior. The training will also discuss the elements of a retaliation 
claim and how an agency can best ensure that adverse actions it takes 
against employees do not evolve into retaliation claims, or if they do, 
how the agency can lay the groundwork for a strong defense even 
before the retaliation claim is filed. Join us for a lively and fast-paced 
exploration into a very timely and common workplace issue.

Presented By:

T. Oliver Yee, Liebert Cassidy Whitmore

Title: G5  Psychiatric & Stress Claims:  How Not to Go 
Crazy Just Because Your Employee Did

Focus: Workers' Compensation
Level: Novice

Session Summary:

CE credit for this session.  This program will discuss the legal basis and 
medical evidence needed to defend psychiatric workers' compensation 
claims. A panel of physician, employment lawyer, and workers' comp 
attorneys will discuss the pitfalls of these claims, and how to manage 
and successfully conclude them. Particular emphasis will be made in 
understanding the formulation of psychiatric reporting and testing. 
Employment Law perspective to provide guidance discipline, "personnel 
action", and RTW issues to avoid discrimination.  Program will emphasize 
the need for coordinated decision-making to effectuate successful 
handling of these claims. 

Presented By:

Dr. David C. Hall
Marc Leibowitz,  Laughlin, Falbo, Levy & Moresi, LLP 
Robert Cutbirth, Tucker Ellis

Mini  Workshop Sessions

G6-A   Workshop IV:  Diminished Future Earning 
Capacity – Impact on Permanent Disability 
Rating and Awards

Presented By:
Michael Giachino, Hanna Brophy & Alexander Wong, Jones 
Clifford Law Firm

G6-B  Workshop V:  Defending Against a Dangerous 
Claim Condition

Presented By:
 Brandon Schlenker, Carl Warren & Company & 
Joshua Bordin-Wosk, Bremer Whyte

Tuesday, February 10, 2015
3:30 pm - 5:00 pm
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Title: H1  How to Identify Safety Issues Early and Sell 
Management When It's Not Yet Broken

Focus: Wellness & Safety
Level: General

Session Summary:

This presentation will focus on the importance of identifying safety 
issues before they become a serious hazard or loss.  We will explore the 
prevailing culture in the safety and risk profession, an attitude that we are 
all familiar with, “if it’s not broke, why fix it”.  With advanced technology 
and safety equipment, safety professionals may also become over 
confident in the system that seemingly works.  Mr. Barragan will prove 
that an aggressive approach, emphasizing the importance of identifying 
and correcting the leading indicators that can result in a mishap, will 
actually increase productivity and profitability on the job site.  

Presented By:

David Barragan, Barragan Corporation International (BCI)
Roger Schechinger, Barragan Corporation International (BCI)
Ralph Medina, Barragan Corporation International (BCI)

Title: H2  Trying a Workers' Comp Case 
Focus: Workers' Compensation
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session.  This session will help participants 
evaluate and discuss with their TPA the pros and cons of trying a case 
as well as evaluate the opportunity for success at trial.  In addition, 
participants will come away with an understanding of what goes into 
preparing a case for trial in order to hopefully obtain a favorable outcome.    

Presented By:

David Parker, Parker, Kern, Nard & Wenzel
Sam Mann, City of Clovis

Title: H3  Top 10 Do's and Don'ts in Conducting 
Performance Evaluations 

Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:

CE credit for this session.  Your agency’s performance evaluations are a 
first line of defense for limiting risk. This workshop will provide practical 
tips so you never have to find yourself with a low-performing employee 
that you can't discipline . . . and you just might help your employees shine 
along the way. In this practice-focused, hands on workshop we will give 
you strategies that even the busiest manager can apply.

Presented By:

Oliver Yee, Liebert Cassidy Whitmore
Leighton Henderson, LIebert Cassidy Whitmore

Title: H4  The Basics of Disability Rights and Public 
Transportation

Focus: Liability
Level: Novice
Session Summary:

CE credit for this session.  The session will provide a basic overview 
of how the Americans With Disabilities Act and California's Unruh 
Civil Rights Act apply to public transportation; how the Acts may be 
violated; how an individual may enforce the Acts' requirements; and 
the remedies that are available for violations of the Act.  The teaching 
technique will include a lecture using Power Point slides (and handouts 
of the slides), presentation of various hypothetical situations where 
the Acts may or may not have been violated, and discussion of the 
hypothetical situations with participants regarding whether the Acts 
were violated and what remedies may be available.  

Presented By:

Gregory Sowder, Harrington, Foxx, Dubrow & Canter, LLP

Title: H5  Training Development & Instructional 
Design

Focus: Wellness & Safety
Level: Novice
Session Summary:

How people learn and learning styles, Knowing your demographic, Are 
you doing the right training for your audience, How to start (Backward 
design model), How to develop your training, Simple guidelines on 
theme, design, font, and images

Presented By:

Thor Benzing, UC - Agriculture & Natural Resources 
Janette de la Rosa Ducut, UC - Riverside
Nancy Terry, UC - Riverside

Title: H6  Tapering Injured Workers off Prescription 
Drugs

Focus: Wellness & Safety
Level: Advanced

Session Summary:

CE and MCLE credit for this session.  Getting injured workers on 
drugs is easy; getting them off is quite complicated.  This presentation 
discusses ways to discontinue various classifications of drugs commonly 
used together in workers’ compensation. It will address the additional 
variables of a patient’s metabolism, the expertise of the physician, 
psychosocial barriers, and clinical co-morbidities, which all make each 
tapering plan unique.  Discussion points include:  withdrawal symptoms, 
determining which classes of drugs to reduce first, dose reduction by 
class, drug interactions, and applying different de-prescribing tactics to 
the different drugs.

Presented By:

Mark Pew, PRIUM
Lisa Ganas, CSAC-EIA

Wednesday, February 11, 2015
9:00  am - 10:15 am



PARMA 41st Annual Conference
News & Networking Events

New for PARMA's 41st Conference...the PARMAapp!
The PARMA  Conference App will be available in the near future at the Apple store or Google play.  You can find the app by 
searching for “PARMA Conference App” or using the QR code that will be available on the PARMA website.  Once you have 
registered for the conference, you will receive a password that will allow you to explore the app.   You may choose any user 
name you wish.     As the Conference draws closer, additional content will be added, including more of the session handouts 
and presentations.  Make sure to check back on a regular basis!

In addition, you may use these convenient QR Codes and your smart device to immediately connect to PARMA's LinkedIn 
and Facebook pages:

GOLF...
Plan to arrive a day early and get a head start on the networking during a fun round of golf at Coyote Hills Golf Course 
in Anaheim.   Just a short drive from the hotel, you will join in with old friends and meet new folks while enjoying a great 
morning outside in the fresh air.   There is an additional fee for golf, but it is one of the best networking opportunities and 
you can’t beat the company.    And if you aren’t a single digit golfer, fear not!   The format makes it easy for anyone to play 
and have a good time.

START YOUR DAY...
With a brisk morning walk with Jack Blyskal and his merry group of walkers.   There is a great route to travel around the hotel 
and Downtown Disney   District and you’ll feel more like settling in for a day of education having had some fresh air.   And 
don’t forget that special “T-Shirt” – just special for our morning walkers!   Not everyone gets one of these – come early and 
collect your prize shirt!

PUT SOME GAS IN YOUR TANK... 
Or food in your stomach during our daily breakfasts.   Grab a bite and visit with our exhibitors before you start your sessions.    
Breakfast is served each day with an upscale continental each day to keep you going.

NOONTIME HUNGER PAINS?
Fear not – a well planned buffet with something for everyone’s tastes will be served in the Grand Ballroom.   Monday we’ll 
thank our awesome sponsors so be sure to attend and give them a big PARMA Thank You for all their support not only at the 
conference, but throughout the year with their support of our chapters.

WHAT TO DO IN THE EVENINGS?
Sunday we are leaving your time free to enjoy the park, or for our supporters to invite their clients out to dinner.   Take 
advantange of this free evening to explore Downtown Disney   District and all the activity there is “out on the street”

Monday we’ll provide an opening reception with a bit of Jazz to tie in with our "Rhythm of Risk" theme.   And wait until you 
see who we have brought in for music!    We’ve invited a group of young folks as a tribute to our next generation of Risk 
Managers.    PARMA supports our youth, our public entities, and the talents of our kids.  The reception, sponsored by Alliant 
Insurance Services and Carl Warren & Company, will run from 5:30 – 7:00pm at the Disney's Grand California Hotel   & Spa.   
Plan to be there and enjoy the networking opportunity and then go out to dinner either with your clients or vendors.   It’s
always a good time!

AND  ….
Always a highlight of the PARMA Conference – our closing reception and dinner.    A dinner that is sure to please your 
palates, and music to dance to featuring our favorite band “New Sensations” – brought back again by popular demand and 
all of you who danced your feet off last year.

®

®

®

Facebook LinkedIn



Registration Form

 Company: ___________________________________________________________________________________
 
 Contact:  ___________________________________________________________________________________

 Telephone: ___________________________________________________________________________________

 Email:  ___________________________________________________________________________________

Player Registration

   Single Player $150 Registration Fee

   Foursome $600 Registration Fee

Fees include Green Frees, Range Balls, Food & Drink

Name of Player(s):

 1.  ___________________________________________ 3.  ______________________________________________

 email:  ________________________________ HC:  ___ email:  ___________________________________ HC:  ___

 2.  ___________________________________________ 4.  ______________________________________________

 email:  ________________________________ HC:  ___ email:  ___________________________________ HC:  ___

2015 PARMA 
Annual 

Golf Tournament
February 8th, 2015

Coyote Hills Golf Course

All Proceeds benefit the Ben Francis Scholarship Fund

Sponsorship Registration
  (For full details on golf sponsorships, please visit www.parma.com)

Title Sponsor    $1,500  SOLD

Lunch Sponsor (2 avail.)   $500   

Awards Reception Sponsor (2 avail.) $750   

Tee Box Sponsorship (12 avail.)  $500   

Specialty Tee Box Sponsor (6 avail.)  $750   

Breakfast Sponsor (2 avail.)  $500  SOLD 

Cart Sponsor (2 avail)   $350   

Trophy Sponsor (2 avail.)   $500   

Driving Range Sponsor   $350   

Putting Contest Sponsor   $500   

Please mail completed form
with check made out to PARMA:

PARMA
1 Capitol Mall, Suite 320
Sacramento, CA  95814

Alternatively, you may include your
credit card information for billing purposes:

  Name:  _________________________________

  CC#:  _________________________________

  Exp. Date: _________________________________

  Security Code: _________________________________

  Address: _________________________________

  City, State, ZIP: _________________________________

  Authorized Amount:  $____________________________



PARMA 41st Annual Conference
Sponsors For a complete list of Sponsors and Exhibitors after September, please go to our website at:

http://parma.com/2015-annual-conference-sponsorship-exhibits

Public Agency Risk Management Association
One Capitol Mall
Suite 320
Sacramento, CA, 95814
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